Introduction
In high-energy nucleon-nucleon collisions the production of mini-jets becomes increasingly important for the colliding energies beyond the ISR energy range [l] .
Many model calculations indicate that mini-jets are responsible for the rapid growth of pp and pp cross sections [2] , the violation of KNO scaling of multiplicity distributions [3] -.. [8] and the increase of average transverse momentum with the charged multiplicity [8] [10] at high energies.
Even though the mini-jets are produced in semihard QCD processes, the number of such processes grows with energy, due to the rapid increase in the parton (mainly gluon) distribution at small fractional momentum. In the light of recent experiments at Tevatron collider energy Vs = 1.8 Te V, in which an event can produce as many as 200 charged particles [11] , it is of interest to know how many jets contribute to such events and what is the important range of their transverse momenta. In particular, what is the bal~ce between the contributions from many jets with PT ;S few GeV and the contributions from a few jets but with larger P T ? By clarifing this problem, we can have a better understanding of the mechanism responsible for KNO scaling violation and the average <PT> increase with the multiplicity [lO] and increasing energy. The problem is also important for the investigation of the effects of QCD jets on particle production and transverse energy flow in high energy heavy ion collisions. It has been estimated [12] that there could be copious minijet production at the proposed Brookhaven Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider(RHIC) with energy of 100 + 100 GeV In.
The focus of this paper is on the contributions of multiple jets to the multiplicity distributions of the produced particles in pp or pp collisions. For this purpose we extend the QCD-inspired eikonal formalism [2] [5] for pp or pp cross sections to take multiple mini-jets production into account. In this approach, we assume geometrical scaling [13] - [15] at low energies and extrapolate it to high energies for the soft part of 1 interactions. In the calculation of the total cross section, we find that the parameter for the jet transverse momentum cut-off must be Po > 1 Ge V in order to reproduce the experimental values of O'tot( s). The main reason behind this result is due to the reliability of the perturbative QCD at small PT. Another reason might be related to the structure function of the proton at small x, or the shadowing effects [16] of gluons. When the gluon density in a proton is so high at extremely small x that they begin to interact and annihilate with each other, eventually reaching a saturation limit. For a small Po and extremely large VS, the structure function we use now will overestimate the gluon density at around Xo = 2P o / VS, thus giving too large values to the inclusive jet cross sections. It is estimated [16] that the shadowing effects should be small at presently available energies for Po >1 GeV. But when higher order corrections are taken into account, the situation may change. We assume that the shadowing effect can be neglected for the value of Po = 2 Ge V in the energy range of our discussion.
We limit ourselves in the whole phase space when discussing the total multiplicity distributions. Our main conclusion is that the events of large multiplicity at high enegies are mainly from those consisting of many jets with 2 ;S P T ;S 4 GeV. On the average, the effects of jet production depends on the P T cut-off Po. With P o =2 GeV, the jet production can only become dominant above the Tevatron collider energy of 1.8 TeV. The contributions from P T >4 GeV mini-jets, which are significantly supressed for the multiplicity distribution in the whole phase space, can become substantial for large multiplicity fluctuation in small rapidity windows.
The production of multiple jets inpp and pp collisions has been considered before by some models with Monte Carlo simulation such as Dual Parton Model [6] , Fritiof [7] , Pythia [8] and others [9] . However, we treat here the problem consistently in the eikonal formalism. The soft particle production in this paper is different from previous models. Similar a study of the influence of a single mini-jet production on
2;
, i multiplicity distribution can be found in Ref. [5] . In that model, the broadening of the multiplicity distribution ceases to increase at sufficiently high energies. However a peculiar parametrization of the average multiplicity from jet fragmentation has to be introduced in order to account for what should come from multiple mini-jets.
The remainder of the paper is organized as the following. In Section 2, we review the QCD-inspired eikonalformulae for pp or pp cross sections and the cross sections of multiple mini-jets production. The constraint imposed by the total cross section on the soft contribution for different assumptions about the minijet cut-off scale Po is discussed. in detail. The total multiplicity distributions of nucleon-nucleon collisions including multiple mini-jets production are computed in Section 3~ Particle production from jets in restricted rapidity windows is considered in Section 4. Conclusions and remarks are given in Section 5. Through out this paper, the number of jets refers to the number of paron-parton interactions with transverse momentum beyond some minimum scale Po. 2 Cross Sections with Multiple Mini-jets
Eikonal Formalism
In the impact parameter representation of hadron collisions, the eikonal formalism gives [2] [5], ..
(2) (3) (4) in the limit that the real part of the scattering,amplitude'is small and the eikonal function X(b, s) is real. In terms of semiclassical probabilistic model, the factor g(b, s) = 1 -e-2x (b,s) (5) in Eq. 3, usually refered to as the inelasticity function, can be interpreted as the probability for an inelastic event of nucleon-nucleon collisions at impact parameter b, which may be caused by hard, semihard, or soft parton interactions. While the non-perturbative soft parton interactions must be treated phenomenologically, perturbative QCD(PQCD) can be used to calculate hard parton interactions. The boundary between soft phenomenology and PQCD is specified by a transverse momentum scale Po beyond which PQCD is assumed to be reliable. Considerable controversy [2] surrounds the appropriate choice of Po """ 1-3 Ge V. However, we will see that in the eikonal framework, a value below 1 Ge V is not compatible with O'tot(s). For a given Po, multiple mini-jets production can be assumed to proceed independently until at such high energies that the number of partons at Xo = 2P o /..;s ~1 becomes so large that shadowing becomes important. When shadowing can be neglected, the probability of no jets and j independent jets production in an inelastic event at impact parameter b can be written as (6) . 
If we consider that the parton distribution function is factorizable in longitudinal and transverse direction and shadowing can be neglected, the average number of
where A(b, s) is the effective partonic overlap function of the nucleons at impact
with normalization J tPbA(b, s) = 1, and Ujet(S) is the PQCD cross section of parton interaction or jet production [17] 
where the summation runs over all parton species, Po is the low P T cut-off, Xl 
The differential parton cross sections du ab /di are compiled in Ref. [18] . We use the Duke-Owens [19] parametrization of parton distribution functions with P T as the hard scale and A QCD =200 MeV. In order to fit the inclusive jet cross section at Y = 0 with the experiments a K factor of 2.5 has to be used in the calculations [20] .
For Po > 1 Ge V, u jet (s) is found to be very small when .JS ~ 20 Ge V. Therefore only Xs(b, s) in Eq. 9 is important for small .JS. The low energy data of diffractive nucleon-nucleon scatterings exhibit a number of geometrical scaling properties [21] in the range 10 < Vs < 100 GeV, e.g., Uel/Utot f'V 0.175, and B/utot ~ 0.3, where B is the slope of the diffractive peak of the differential elastic cross section. This suggests a geometrical scaling form [13] [14] for the eikonal function Xs(b, s), i.e., it is only a function of e = b/bo(s), where 7rb~(s) = uo(s), (15) which is proportional to Utot(s). One can assume [22] can reproduce the experimental data well, which corresponds to a value of Jl = 0.8 , Ge V for 0'0 = 28.5 mb. We will extrapolate these properties to high energies for the soft part of interactions. However, when discussing the constraint on Po, we will relax this assumption on geometrical scaling for the soft interactions. In that case,
0'8(S) and O'o(s) are only related via Eq. 16.
Assuming the same geometrical distribution for both soft and hard overlap functions, we get
We note that X( e, s) is a function not only of e but also of Vs, because of the 
Integrating Eqs. 6 and 7 over the impact parameter and then dividing them by
Uin (s), we have the total probability for no and j number of jets in an inelastic event,
The calculation of these cross sections requires specifying us(s) with a corre- [24] , [25] and [14] . It is clearly shown that the geometrical scaling is violated above 18R energies. Figure 2 gives our calculated probability distributions of multiple mini-jets production at four different energies. We see that as the energy increases, the probability of multiple mini-jets production increases considerably.
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Constraints on Low P T Cut-off Po
We emphasize that the value of Po = 2 Ge V used in the above calculation is a phenomenological parameter. In order that the model have predicative power, Po should not depend on ,,[S. However its value is subjective to considerable constroversy [2] .
The problem arises from the boundary between soft and hard processes specified by Po. GeV.
In Fig. 3 , we give up the geometrical scaling for the soft interactions"by choosing a constant 0'0 with a value of 28. 
Multiplicity Distribution with Multiple Minijets

Soft and Hard Production
In order to calculate the total multiplicity distributions we must again differentiate the contributions from soft and hard processes. We use the geometrical branching model(GBM) [15] in this paper for the soft particle production and the empirical results from e+e-data for the jet fragmentation. Since GBM does not specify the distributions in momentum space, we consider primarily the multiplicity distribui tions in: the whole phase space.
GBM assumes Furry branching as the basic process of particle production in soft hadronic collisions at each impact parameter. It has been shown [15] that the multiplicity distribution ps = I~ de [1 -e-2x .
(e,s)] F,:(e) ( w)
possesses KNO scaling and the calculated results fit the experimental data well in IRS energy range. When extended to the cases of hadron-nucleus and nucleusnucleus collisions [29] at low energies, it also reproduces the experimental results
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well. In Eq. 26, F':«)( w) is the Furry distribution
where k«) . _ . r( n) (~) k«) ( _~) n-k«) Fn (w) -r(k(t))r(n _ k(t) _ 1) w 1 w ' k(t) = k(s,t) = k(s)h .
. (t), n( s, t) = ns( s )hs( 0, h .. (t) = X .. (t,s)
[00 de [1- 
and extrapolate it to high e~ergies.
The jets produced in nucleon-nucleon collisions can be either quark or gluon jets, though the gluon-gluon scatterings are dominant among other semihard subprocesses due to the rapid increase of gluon distribution function at small x. The solution to the evolution equations of fragmentation functions [30] gives a gluon jet 9/4 times of the average multiplicity of a quark jet. However, studies in both pp and e+e-experiments[31] [32] show little difference between the two, especially at low energies. Since we are only interested in mini-jets, we will approximate both gluon and quark jets with an effective one. When we are only concerned with the multiplicity distribution in the whole phase space, the particles from initial and final state radiation will also be included in the jets, though the rapidity distributions are very different between the particles from jets and those from the initial and final state radiation. Thus the effective jet will follow the properties of the ones in e+ e-, e.g., the multiplicity and rapidity distributions of the charge particles. The energy dependence of the average multiplicity will be the same and only the overall coefficient is different.
We take a Poisson form, which fits the e+ e-data well, as the multiplicity distribution for the charged particles from jet fragmentation, 
where c = 0.26 is to be found late when fitting the total charged multiplicity. The reason why c > 0 is due to the initial and final state radiations as well as the difference between gluon and quark jets. This is well demonstrated by the Monte Carlo model Pythia [8) . Experimentally, the so called pedestal effect caused by the radiation has also been seen in the UA1 data[l). After averaging over the rapidities and transverse momentum of the jets, the multiplicity distribution of the charged particles from a single hard process is then,
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.. where (ljet is given ~y Eq. 12. The average multiplicity from a hard collision is,
Multiplicity Distribution
By Eq. 23 and 24, the total multiplicity distribution can be written as Flk(e) given in Eq. 27 is that for soft interactions. The main assumption behind these formulae is that the center-of-mass energy s = XIX2S of each semihard collision is small on the average compared to the total energy s and all the semi hard subprocesses can be treated independently.
From Eq. 36-39, Eq. 27-30 and Eq. 35, we can obain the total averaged multiplicityas, By fitting the total averaged multiplicity <n> with the experimental value at one high energy, we can fix the value of c = 0.26 in Eq. 33. Using the parameter thus determined we can calculate the total averaged multiplicity for all other energies.
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The result is shown in Fig. 4 with data from FNAL, SERPUKHOV, ISR [34] and U A5 [35] [36] experiments. The energy dependence of <n>( s) is well reproduced. In the same figure we also show the contributions from the hard and the soft processes.
The average number of particles from soft production is still proportional to the logarithm of Vs while that of jets is increasing much faster and finally becomes dominant at higher energies. However, that only happens for energy above Vs = 4 TeV. The rapid increase of the contribution to the total multiplicity from the jets is due not only to the increase of the center-of-mass energy of the jets but also the increase in the average number of jets Ujet(s )/Uin(S) produced.
The calculated multiplicity distributions are given in Vs in Fig. 7 . We can see that the broadening of the KNO distribution or the KNO scaling violation is due to the production of multiple mini-jets. The tendency becomes stronger wi th increasing energy.
To compare our results with standard Monte Carlo models, we have used Pythia to calculate the same multiplicity distributions. In Pythia, a double Guassian has been used for the matter distribution in a proton. Instead of a P T cut-off, a shift of Pi to Pi + Pio is made in the differential cross section of the hard parton-parton interactions. In Fig. 8 , we show both the result of Pythia with P TO = 1.9 GeV and ours at Vs =546 GeV. Both of the two are consistent with experiment, although 14 fO.
there are some discrepancies for Pythia at the peale Detailed calculation reveals that the average multiplicity from the soft parton interaction in our model is a little larger and the corresponding distribution is also wider than that in Pythia at high energies. The effect of initial and final state radiations plays an important role in both cases. In our case, setting c = 0 gives results similar to those of Pythia with the initial and final state radiations turned off.
Particle Production from Mini-jets
Having seen that large multiplicity events in nucleon-nucleon collisions contain many mini-jets, we investigate now what are the typical transverse momenta of these jets at different multiplicities. Furthermore, we generalize here to the case with different rapidity cuts. Therefore the rapidity distribution of the particles from the jet fragmentation need to be determined. Similar to Eq. 33, we assume that the rapidity density along the jet's axis is also proportional to that of e+ e-. A good parametrization of e+ e-data [33] is given by, dnjet noes)
where,
is the height of the central plateau and Ymax is the half-width of the plateau determined by njet(s) = f~oo(dnjet/dy)dy, or
Suppose that a pair of jets in a nucleon-nucleon collision have rapidities Yl and 
where the intrinsic transverse momentum in the jet fragmentation has been ignored.
Note that Iyl ~ ly*l. Therefore, the averaged number of particles which fall into a rapidity window Ye is then,
where dnjet/dy' is given by Eq. 41 and
. In Fig. 9 , we show Hn(s) (solid lines) for two different energies but with no rapidity cut. Even though the Poisson distribution in Eq. 32 is narrow, it becomes very broad after being smeared over the transverse momentum and rapidities of the jets, due to the variation of the virtuality of the subprocess. In this plot, we also
give the contributions from different P T regions( dashed, dot-dashed and dash-dashdotted lines). The contributions from large transverse momentum jets with PT > 6
GeV is significantly suppressed, especialy at large multiplicities. The dominant contributions come from those jets with small P T which characterizes mini-jets or semihard collisions. This is because that the jet production are dominated by the collinear events. Even though their P T are small, these jets could have comparatively large center-of-mass energy oS therefore can produce large number of particles by independent fragmentation. In order to increase the contributions from large P T jets to the distribution at large multiplicities, one has to limit himself to a very small rapidity window in the central rapidity region. In this way, the events with large n can only come from those jets with large PT. Indeed, in Fig. 10 , where we show the distributions H n( s) with two rapidity cuts at ..;s = 1.8 Te V, the contributions from large PT jets are increasing with smaller Ye' When Ye = 1, for example, the contributions from PT > 6 GeV are dominant at large multiplicities. Therefore, triggering on high multiplicities in restricted rapidity windows intrinsically biases the events toward larger P T multiple mini-jets.
Conclusions and Remarks
In the framework of eikonal formalism, we have extended the QeD-inspired model [2] to describe multiple indepedent production of mini-jets. We have shown in this paper that the violation of KNO scaling of multiplicity distribution in high-energy hadron-hadron collisions can be understood as due to multiple mini-jets production with Po ~ 2 GeV. The contributions to the particle production from the fragmentation of the mini-jets increase with the colliding energy .;s and becomes dominant , at energies around SSC energy. We showed that most of the contributions to the multiplicity distribution come from jets with PT ~ 4 GeV. However, in narrow rapidity windows an increase in the contributions from the production of jets with large P T is correlated with high multiplicities.
The separation of hard and soft subprocesses must be introduced to include a PQCD calculable part in addition to a phenomenological non-perturbative soft part.
The transverse momentum cut-off Po for the jet production is the scale beyond which 
